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The international creative sectors have long won-
dered when high-quality, exclusively expensive 
designer labels would embrace ‘wearable tech’ 
and consumer-friendly ‘connected clothing.’  
This year’s Met Gala, the fashion industry’s 
equivalent of the Oscar awards ceremony and one 
of New York’s grandest social events, brought 
haute couture and digital tech together on the 
red carpet.With its theme of ‘Manus x Machina: 
Fashion in an Age of Technology,’ the party on 2 
May marked the opening of an exhibition of the 
same name at the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s 
Costume Institute. Co-sponsored by iPhone mak-
er Apple Inc. and fashion industry bible Vogue 
magazine, the fundraising ball seemed creatively 
and digitally spot on. 
The A-List celebrity guests, from Beyoncé to 
Kanye West, wore tech-themed attire by designer 
labels like Karl Lagerfeld, Prada, Louis Vuitton 
and Maiko Takeda.  
Some outfits were genuinely adventurous. Su-
permodel Karolina Kurkova had on a ‘cognitive 
dress’ (pictured, below) jointly designed by 
Marchesa, the New York-based label famous for 
dressing several Hollywood actresses, and the 
ultra artificial intelligence system IBM Watson. 

 
Embedded with LED lights and sensors, the dress 
lit up in different colors in response to social 
media mentions as Kurkova strolled into the 
gala (pictured, above). Hollywood actress Claire 
Danes also entertained the paparazzi with a Zac 
Posen garment that glowed in the dark thanks to 
several tiny battery packs. 
 
Conservative designer labels 
In terms of tech creativity, however, they were 
among the exceptions. Apart from British label 
Burberry, fashion stalwarts such as Yves Saint 
Laurent, Prada, Chanel and their ilk have been 
accused of lagging behind other creative industries 
(from music to movies and video games) when it 
comes to the adoption of new technologies. 
While haute couture signals the presence of big 
money, its investment in emerging consumer tech 
is said to be woeful.  
Although tech investors and industry experts 
TechMutiny has spoken to disagree, they point 

FASHION TECH, STILL NOT HAUTE 
COUTURE, BUT PRÊT-À-PORTER IN 
MANY OTHER WAYS
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out that the Manus X Machina party was not the 
showcase it could have been.  
“My view is that (such activities) remain defi-
nitely in the gimmick bucket for now, designed 
to drive press and public engagement. But noth-
ing on the table is even approaching mainstream 
wearable apparel tech,” declares Susie Stanford 
(pictured top right), Investment Manager at the 
UK’s Lewis Trust Group, the family-controlled 
company that owns international fashion retail 
brand River Island. 
London-based Maria Hvorostovsky (pictured 
right, middle), Founder/Director of HVO Search, 
an executive search and talent advisory company 
specializing in retail, digital and technology, also 
argues that the Met Gala’s efforts should not be 
seen as a reflection of where fashion and technol-
ogy are actually intersecting. 
“I envisaged the use of super innovation and 
engaging technology. I was underwhelmed,” she 
says. “Everyone wanted to look like robots. The 
dresses were beautiful but didn’t really come 
across as in tune with the theme. This had noth-
ing to do with wearable tech.”

Embryonic wearables 
Stanford, Hvorostovsky and other industry ob-
servers note that focusing on what the privileged 
love to wear misses the point. “The manufactur-
ing and supply chain piece is still very underde-
veloped for wearable fabrics,” Stanford says. 
“Emerging technology companies such as Wear-
able Experiments and The Crated are, however, 
singularly focused on that challenge, with the 
latter seamlessly integrating electronic circuitry 
into textiles by coming at it from the perspective 
of supply chain integration.” 
Adam Glass (pictured bottom right), Partner at 
UK law firm Lewis Silkin and visiting lecturer 
at the Condé Nast College of Fashion & Design, 

says his work with clients indicates the sector is 
keeping an eye on technology’s potential impact 
on their core business of fashion creativity. 
“Although it is early days as to both the technol-
ogy and its use on apparel and electronics, we 
advise a number of such people on the intellectu-
al property protection and other relevant legal is-
sues (such as data protection and privacy) arising 
from the use of wearable tech,” he states. 
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Glass says the industry wants the right technol-
ogy fit, as opposed to letting technology dictate 
its future, especially as wearables are still not a 
major revenue source. “It takes a lot of research 
and investment or third party tie-ups with technol-
ogy outfits, and the appropriate investments would 
require a commitment to keep up with a fast-mov-
ing sector where technological improvements on 
efficiencies, weight, aesthetic appeal and function-
ality quickly change.” 
Therefore, comparing the creative elements in 
the fashion business with those in music and 
movies, for example, would be failing to see the 
whole picture. They might all center on melding 
creativity in contemporary culture with consumer 
appeal, but they have uniquely different DNAs.  
Certainly, smart fashion has so far failed to take 
comfort into account. Kurkova tweeted that it 
was impossible to sit while wearing the stunning 
Met Gala dress co-created with IBM Watson.

Can you download a pair of jeans? 
The fact is that while you can download an app 
to listen to music straight away, you can’t do the 
same for the next pair of jeans you want to buy.  
Lynne Murray, Director of the Digital Anthro-
pology Lab research hub at the London College 
of Fashion, observes that “fashion hasn’t got its 
equivalent of iTunes and Netflix. Fashion is about 
fabrics, textiles, materials, and therefore requires 
a different conversation. There is a huge amount 
of technology in other aspects of the industry 
(retail innovation, getting data to retailers across 
the fashion landscape), but not in the clothes 
themselves.” 
Glass goes as far as noting that the entertainment 
sector’s adoption of digital technology has some-
times come at a cost, when not thought through 
thoroughly. 
“I would argue that the music industry and 

publishing, in particular among the creative 
industries, have been notoriously slow to predict 
and act on future trends and consumer patterns, 
especially when digital was coming to the fore in 
consumer listening and reading,” he argues. 
The consensus appears to be that the haute 
couture side of the international garments busi-
ness will be much more methodical about how it 
integrates technology into its activities.  
“It is going to take a while for the luxury end of 
the market to fully embrace technology,” Hvoros-
tovsky offers. “Look at how long it’s taken that 
sector to embrace e-commerce. They are slow 
adopters, but even Chanel now has some element 
of e-commerce.” 
Yet, the future looks fascinating because there is 
much experimentation taking place in the de-
sign, manufacturing and retail of tech-integrated 
garments, apparels and other clothing of all types. 

The business of fashion tech 
Industry trade website FashionUnited esti-
mates the global fashion sector is worth US$3 
trillion. The haute couture end of the industry, 
with its sky rocketing high prices targeted at 
elite members of society, brings in about €650m 
(US$731m) annually, according to investment 
research firm Sanford C. Bernstein. 
It would be a mistake for designers and tech spe-
cialists to not take note of a host of developments 
in this massive consumer industry in an age when 
tech savvy Millennials know want they want and 
expect access to it as soon as possible. 
Tech behemoth Google has embarked on Project 
Jacquard, an initiative that includes developing 
textiles embedded with conductive yarns, tiny 
circuits, sensors, and LED lights. They make the 
material interactive and sensitive to touch and 
hand gestures while connecting wearers wireless-
ly to their digital devices.  
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For example, a wearer can touch clothing made 
from Project Jacquard cloth to listen to voicemail 
messages and music or be alerted to incoming 
calls and emails on the smartphone. 
Jeans maker Levi’s is the first fashion brand to 
have integrated the interactive Jacquard technol-
ogy into one of its clothing lines, the Commuter 
Trucker Jacket.  
Additionally, there are tech start-ups that have 
snapped up multibillion dollar valuations be-
cause of the tech efficiency they bring to fashion 
e-commerce. They include Yoox, Net-a-Porter, 
ASOS, Farfetch and Zalando.

Start-ups’ style 
TechMutiny has covered numerous ventures 
developing virtual fitting rooms, clothes rental 
services and fashion discovery platforms. Tech-
nology is being used to laser cut cloth and pro-
duce experimental 3D-printed attires. This issue’s 
Start-ups Standpoint features Kpish, a hassle-free 
second-hand marketplace that won London’s first 
Fashion & Luxe TechPitch 4.5 competition.  
Meanwhile, Millennials’ favorite fashion e-com-
merce platform ASOS has joined forces with 
Wayra UK, telecoms giant Telefónica’s start-up 
accelerator, to launch a campaign “to find and 
accelerate innovative start-ups with (smart) 
technology that can make the ASOS experience 
even better for its 11 million customers around 
the world.” 
UK-based Topshop, another retail group targeting 
teenagers and young adults, has launched Top 
Pitch, an initiative designed to encourage start-
ups to bring their fashion tech ideas to market. 
Some genuinely innovative use of fabrics can be 
seen with THEUNSEEN, a London-based ven-
ture that specializes in creating environment-sen-
sitive ink to develop “intelligent fabrics.” The 
materials change color in response to changes in 

the environment, such as a room temperature or 
the weather. 
In 2012, TechMutiny published a story about Mi-
crosoft and US department store Bloomingdale’s 
demonstrating the future of clothing retail in the 
form of a 3D virtual dressing room, with a dress 
that tweeted and interactive window displays. 
Big heritage fashion brands such as Burberry 
have used technology to win over a younger 
customer base. The iconic British company has 
made its catwalk shows available live via stream-
ing media. It has also used the Burberry Acous-
tic website to work with up-and-coming young 
music artists and help develop their careers. 
It has invited consumers to insert their images in 
Burberry TV commercials via the Google-pow-
ered Burberry Booth installed in one of its stores 
(image below), launched its own channel on Ap-
ple Music and used next-generation live-stream-
ing video app Periscope to broadcast some of its 
shows. 

But even Burberry CEO Christopher Bailey re-
cently told the BBC, the UK public broadcaster, 
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that the company is adopting technology not to 
disrupt fashion but to enable it. Another sector 
in the wearables domain is the sports apparel 
business, with Nike and Under Armour (pictured 
below) applying technology to clothing and 
accessories that also measure the athlete’s fitness. 
“I do think that sports-related wearables, such as 
smart trainers and watches (rather then fashion 
apparel per se) will see big growth,” predicts 
Lewis Silkin’s Adam Glass.  

 

Changes are coming 
If technology has not disrupted what we wear, 
yet, then it is transforming consumers’ approach 
to fashion.  
Lewis Trust Group’s Stanford says: “The tech-
nology is now moving towards wearable sensors, 
and then, as consumers, we are simultaneously 
acclimatizing to being tracked by electronic 
devices. These two things together are creating a 
moment of true opportunity for a step change.” 
And as Hvorostovsky from HVO Search ob-
serves: “It’s not about making fashion more 
techie, or about making technology more fash-
ionable; it’s about creating something different, 
about creating a brand new industry.” 
She’s already noticed tiny changes within the rar-
efied world of haute couture: “A once very closed 
industry has become not so closed; some of its 
traditional mystique is missing as more consum-
ers get access to the behind-the-scenes culture.”

NIKE AND UNDER ARMOUR 
APPLY TECHNOLOGY  TO 

CLOTHING AND 
ACCESSORIES THAT 

ALSO MEASURE 
HEALTH AND FITNESS 

 
THE GLOBAL FASHION 

SECTOR IS WORTH  
US$3 TRILLION, AND THE 

HAUTE COUTURE END 
BRINGS IN ABOUT  
US$730 MILLION 

A YEAR
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It would be a mistake to dismiss Sub-Saharan 
Africa as a region for investments in tech start-
ups specializing in media, entertainment and the 
creative (MEC) industries. 
The territory belongs in a continent burdened 
with a reputation for its numerous political, eco-
nomic and military struggles.  
But in the tech start-up domain, several interna-
tional corporations and organizations see poten-
tial worth backing with hard cash. 
The venture capital arm of TED, the popular 
ideas-and-inspirations conference organizer, has 
invested in South Africa-based Eduze, a social 
media venture that enables people with a frequent-
ly interrupted Internet connection to access mo-
bile-delivered high-end videos, including movies, 
TV shows and educational material.  

Eduze has invented tiny portable solar bat-
tery-powered servers called the CLOX (Cloud 
in a Box), which contain a library of videos. 
Anyone can use their mobile device and nearby 
WiFi signals to retrieve videos via the CLOX, 
once it is installed in places such as companies, 
institutions, organizations or public transport.
In a region rife with electricity outages that cut 

off Internet supply at short notice, users such as 
students are able to retrieve the videos, which are 
updated when electricity returns and full Internet 
connection is restored.The videos will include 
films of TED Talks, the series of exclusive events 
where high-profile international personalities 
share their visions of the world with invita-
tion-only audiences, plus content supplied by 
several African digital publishers. 
A CLOX operator can choose to monetize the 
content, which could include other formats, such 
as podcasts, mobile apps and e-books. But it is 
the potential to also offer free content that ap-
pealed to TED. 
South Africa might be Africa’s most industri-
alized and most digitally connected nation, but 
Eduze looks scalable across the continent.

Africa’s emerging economies 
More than 40% of the 800 million-plus popu-
lation in Sub-Saharan Africa are reported to be 
under 15 years of age and the educated ones are 
already tech-savvy. The population is predicted to 
grow to about 1.5 billion by 2050.  
Sub-Saharan Africa is among the regions where 
the poor traditional communications infrastruc-
ture has been overtaken by rapid adoption of 

INVESTORS SET SIGHTS ON AFRICAN 
CREATIVE SECTORS’ START-UPS
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mobile communications by consumers. 
In its 2015 Mobile Economy study, international 
telecoms trade body GSMA reported there were 
367 million mobile subscribers in the region.  
It predicted more than 500 million smartphones 
would be connected by 2020 (there are currently 
400 million smartphones in the saturated US mar-
ket). And high-speed broadband penetration is 
expected to be more than 60% in four years, from 
about 20% today. 
Although investment in telecommunications in 
several African countries comes with regulatory 
restrictions, investors, governments and operators 
are keen to find ways to cooperate.  
GSMA says the mobile industry and related 
services contributed more than US$100bn to 
Sub-Saharan Africa’s economic worth in 2014, 
while capital investment in broadband networks 
is set to soar to about US$14bn by 2020, from 
US$9bn in 2014.  
Consultancy giant McKinsey & Company assess-
es that if investment in telecoms infrastructure 
continues at the current rate for the whole of Afri-
ca, Internet activities could contribute a potential 
US$300bn a year to the continent’s gross domes-
tic product. 
This positive scenario has spurred global tech 
ventures with MEC interests, like Facebook, 
Google and Wikipedia, to focus on Africa. 

Multinational tech projects 
Facebook’s Internet.org initiative aims to part-
ner with local telecom operators to offer users in 
emerging economies free scaled-down versions 
of certain websites, including Facebook. It has 
been launched in Nigeria, Kenya, Tanzania, Gha-
na, Malawi, Senegal and Zambia.  
Tencent Holdings, the Chinese media, enter-
tainment and tech group, has joined forces with 
media conglomerate Naspers to deliver WeChat, 

Tencent’s social-media messaging platform, in 
South Africa. The biggest rival of WeChat, which 
has about 6 million registered users in South 
Africa, is the Facebook-owned WhatsApp, with 
more than 14 million users.  

Facebook rival Google, the search engine goliath, 
has joined forces with Safaricom, the telecoms 
group partly owned by Vodafone, to offer free 
Internet access to Kenyans but via Google apps.  
Mobile users in more than 20 African markets 
are able to access the online encyclopedia Wiki-
pedia for free if they are subscribers of the local 
telecommunications service provided by French 
conglomerate Orange.  
The self-interest of these Western global tech 
conglomerates is obvious. For example, some 
emerging economies like India have rejected the 
Facebook-led Internet.org on the grounds that 
the scheme serves no other purpose than to gain 
more registered users for Facebook.

Venture capital money 
But African MEC start-ups could still benefit 
from the introduction of such Internet initiatives 
and mobile services. 
They could also profit from the growing invest-
ments in tech-targeted venture capital (VC) funds 
in general. 
Orange recently gave US$85m to Nigeria-based 
Africa Internet Group (AIG), a VC firm support-
ing e-commerce enterprises and online retailers. 

THERE WILL BE 500 MILLION 
CONNECTED SMARTPHONES 

IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA 
BY 2020 
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Analysts reckon it is  worth more than US$1bn.  
Another US$245m came from other AIG backers 
that include South African multinational cell-
phone operator MTN Group, French insurance 
conglomerate AXA, Germany’s Rocket Internet 
(which has shares in Nigerian e-commerce firm 
Jumia) and US investment bank Goldman Sachs.  
WeChat has launched a US$3.5m VC fund to 
support app developers creating relevant local 
content and services. 
And earlier this year, Johannesburg-headquar-
tered VC group Capital Eye Investments an-
nounced plans to raise US$100m to support 
Sub-Saharan start-ups.

Next-generation creative tech 
The boost in consumer technology penetration 
and funds has inspired a new generation of Afri-
can MEC tech start-ups. Their activities include 
the following. African digital media consulting 
company Cihan Group launched Nigeria-based 
KairoswebTV (launch, pictured below), a stream-
ing multi-channel network featuring live and 
pre-recorded content, in April.  

It offers seven channels dedicated to general 
news, technology news, entertainment, technol-
ogy insights and edutainment, among others. Al-
though targeted at African viewers, it can be seen 

anywhere online and on social media networks 
Twitter and Facebook. 
Tanzania-based Tango TV, a venture operated 
from Dar es Salaam, is another streaming TV ser-
vice centered on Tanzanian and African movies, 
TV shows and music videos.  
Launched last year by entrepreneur Victor Jo-
seph, Tango TV aims to use local content as its 
unique selling point. 
Start-up Conté Creatives Agency, a South Afri-
can digital media consultancy and publisher that 
launched in 2014, raised an undisclosed amount 
from angel investors in April after pitching at the 
Johannesburg Venture Network event. The mon-
ey will be used to expand the Conté Magazine, a 
print and digital platform for promoting African 
creativity and creative works. 
Lagos-based Talking Bookz is a digital audio 
books service packed with mostly foreign titles.  
Bozza Media in South Africa operates the mo-
bile-first portal bozza.mobi (pictured on page 8),  
where mostly Afro-centric artists anywhere in 
the world can upload and showcase their music, 
poetry, videos and photography. The platform is 

also designed to help them announce 
shows and events.  
In May, Custos Media Technologies 
raised US$265,000 towards marketing 
its anti-piracy system, which uses Bit-
coin technology to track down copy-
righted videos and music distributed 
illegally online.  
Custos, which was launched at Stel-
lenbosch University, received cash 
from the University’s Innovus inno-
vation laboratory and New York’s 

Digital Currency Group, the consultancy firm 
specializing in digital currencies and blockchain 
technologies.

http://www.kairosweb.tv
http://www.tangotv.co.tz
http://contemag.com/contemag/conte-creatives-agency/
http://www.talkingbookz.com
http://bozza.mobi
http://custostech.com
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Western tech corporations with vested interests 
in the media, entertainment and creative (MEC) 
sectors are having a tough time cracking the 
much-coveted Chinese market. 
True, the country’s once accelerating economy 
is gradually slowing down. But with its colossal 
population of 1.3 billion-plus citizens, China is 
capable of providing a significant customer base to 
any exporter, even if the percentage share is tiny.  

Yet, foreign international conglomerates like Ap-
ple Inc., Microsoft Corporation, Facebook Inc., 
plus a host of other companies offering consumer 
digital hardware and software, are struggling to 
surmount local cultural and commercial hurdles.

Apple’s sour experience 
Apple is already seeing a decline in global sales 
of its iconic iPhones. This contributed to the 
26% collapse in its revenues in the Greater China 
region during the second financial quarter, ending 
26 March 2016.  
Shortly after, regulator SARFT (the State Admin-

istration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film and 
Television) forced the company to shut down the 
local versions of its international online entertain-
ment services, including iBooks Store and iTunes 
Movies. This is despite offering local content on 
both, and on streaming music platform Apple 
Music, which features recordings by Chinese 
artists like Li Ronghao, G.E.M and Eason Chan. 
Then, to add insult to injury, Apple lost a crucial 
legal dispute over the trademark for the iPhone 
brand name. A Beijing court ruled that domestic 
consumer goods manufacturer Xintong Tiandi 
Technology owned the iPhone trademark for 
leather products made in the country. 
Additionally, the iPhone brand is competing 
against fast-growing local smartphone manufac-
turers such as the much-admired start-up Xiaomi 
and legacy brand owner Huawei.  
These two companies belong to a generation of 
entrepreneurs inspired by the global success of 
Alibaba Group Holding, the Hangzhou-head-
quartered e-commerce colossus with significant 
investments in movies (Alibaba Pictures) and 
online video and TV (Youku Tudou). It is listed 
on the New York Stock Exchange.

Microsoft’s tough veneer 
One US conglomerate that has formed legitimate 
partnerships with local companies is software 
giant Microsoft. But it is yet another foreign cor-
poration constantly struggling to get its Chinese 
businesses around state-imposed obstacles. 
Microsoft has had offices in China since 1992. It 
has formed alliances with local tech giants like 
Baidu to introduce upgrades for its Windows op-
erating system to Chinese consumers. And it has 
an agreement with the state-owned China Elec-
tronics Technology Group Corporation which 
ensures government organizations use the new 
Windows 10 operating system too. 

TECH GOLIATHS 
HIT REGULATORY 
WALLS IN CHINA
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That, however, did not stop the authorities from 
carrying out extensive raids on its offices in 2014, 
following accusations of breaching anti-trust laws.  
The State Administration for Industry and Com-
merce, China’s trade regulator, still allege Mi-
crosoft and other overseas tech companies like 
Qualcomm broke the nation’s Anti-Monopoly 
Law in January.  
Furthermore, Microsoft has struggled to create a 
profitable business for its Xbox One video games 
console despite the country ending its 14-year 
ban against the devices in 2015.

Media restrictions  
The setbacks suffered by international tech com-
panies continue. Social and other digital media 
services provided by two US conglomerates, 
search engine pioneer Google Inc. and tech rival 
Facebook Inc., are banned in China. 
In fact, Google stopped doing business in China 
in 2010 in protest against the government’s dra-
conian censorship laws. The global editions of its 
email, search engine services and video sharing 
giant YouTube are not legally accessible.  
However, it has since introduced Google China, a 
localized edition of the search engine. 
International MEC companies that rely on these 
tech innovators to distribute their creative works 
on digital devices, from smartphones and stream-
ing platforms to the emerging Virtual Reality 
headsets, could also be hurt by what appears to 
be China’s protectionist stance. 
A multi-year partnership with Alibaba, the coun-
try’s biggest international company, has not 
protected the mighty Walt Disney Company from 
regulatory restrictions. An Alibaba-Disney agree-
ment to launch DisneyLife, a proprietary stream-
ing platform dedicated to Disney-made entertain-
ment, has been shut down indefinitely. 

China, which is hiking its support for local en-
trepreneurs with international ambitions, already 
restricts the amount of non-Chinese media and 
entertainment brought into the market.  
The country, one of the world’s largest film 
markets, allows only 34 overseas movies to be 
imported annually. It also blocks or limits access 
to foreign TV channels. And since March, foreign 
media ventures need approval before they can 
publish content, from text to videos, on the Web.

China still the one to crack 
Determined international companies are not 
giving up. As Chinese gamers prefer PC-based 
games to console-based ones, Microsoft has 
hooked up with Chinese tech group NetEase to 
introduce the desktop-friendly digital game Mi-
necraft to China. 
Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella visited China at 
the end of May to negotiate with regulators. It 
recently invited China’s President Xi Jinping to 
its headquarters in Seattle in Washington State to 
demonstrate Microsoft’s good intentions. 
To show good faith, it has also agreed to donate 
US$40m to the launch of Global Innovation Ex-
change, a pioneering Seattle-based academic joint 
venture between the University of Washington and 
the elite Beijing-based Tsinghua University. 
Apple is taking a more radical route. It con-
founded fans when it invested a hefty US$1bn 
into Didi Chuxing, China’s answer to maverick 
taxi-booking app Uber. Experts see this as Ap-
ple’s plan to be part of the next wave of innova-
tive consumer goods, including the Internet of 
Things and driverless cars, which the Chinese 
government is actively promoting in its country. 
Presumably, it could then offer its other consumer 
tech services, including online entertainment, as 
part of the package. 
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Streaming technology appears to be bolstering 
the beleaguered global music industry, which 
once looked as if it was on a permanent decline.
According to the new Global Music Report from 
trade organization IFPI, subscription and adver-
tising revenues from international digital services 
like Sweden-originated Spotify, US-based Ap-
ple Music and France’s Deezer jumped 45.2% 
to US$2.9bn last year. This propelled the total 
digital music revenues (including downloads) to 
US$6.7bn.  
As Chart 1 demonstrates, revenue from stream-
ing music services has risen sharply every year 

since 2011, when growth jumped 47%, followed 
by a 56% growth rate the following year.  
In May, Spotify alone reported an 81% hike in 
revenue to €1.95bn (US$2.18bn) in 2015. Roy-
alties paid to rights owners, including artists, 
soared to €1.63bn (US$1.85m) from €882.5m 
(US$986m) in 2014.  
IFPI data also shows that about 68 million people 
worldwide paid for subscription-supported music 
services in 2015, from 41 million in 2014 and 

compared to only 8 million in 2010. 
Not only has the surge in streaming consumption 
pushed digital music to represent more than 50% 
of recorded music sales in 19 different countries, 
it has also helped increase total income from mu-
sic (including CD sales) by 3.2% to US$15bn.  
“(The year) 2015 has been the tipping point,” 
stated Frances Moore, IFPI’s CEO during an 
April media briefing. “We’re now in a predomi-
nantly digital business. For the first time, digital 
has overtaken physical sales. For the first time 
in two decades, there are signs of growth in the 
music market and the main driver is streaming.” 

 
It seems today’s music fans are readily prepared 
to access millions of tracks for about US$10 a 
month, as opposed to the traditional custom of 
purchasing a physical recording (CD or vinyl) to 
own as part of your personal collection. 
IFPI says this is the “first significant year-on-year 
growth in nearly two decades” for the embattled 
music business, which has been hurt by online 
piracy and outdated copyright legislation since its 
heyday in the late 1990s. 

REPORT: STREAMING MUSIC REVENUES GO UP, 
BUT NEW CHALLENGES SWELL UP 
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But with these advances 
in tech-propelled music 
sales come questions 
about the long-term 
implications.  
Is that recovery here to 
stay or are there oth-
er developments that 
could drag it back into 
decline mode? Moore 
has no illusions about 
the business’ continuing 
challenges. The recent 
increase has yet to catch up with the total slump 
over the past two decades. 
“Overall, we’ve slumped by 35%,” she said. 
“We’ve done everything possible in the industry 
to help ourselves. Now we really do need policy-
makers to help.” 
IFPI is one of several organizations representing 
rights owners, including those in other media, 
entertainment and creative industries, that have 
called for the European Commission to update 
the EU’s 2001 Copyright Directive. There are 
similar complaints about the US’ 1998 Digital 
Millennium Copyright Act. 
Creators and other rights holders insist the EU 
and US need to seal loop-
holes, referred to as the 
Value Gap, that enable 
some digital platforms to 
pay less in royalties than 
others. 
For example, subscrip-
tion-funded Spotify is said 
to pay about US$18 per 
user, while YouTube pays 
less than US$1. IFPI esti-
mates that while 68 million 
paying subscribers gen-

erated about US$2bn in 2015, ad revenue from 
free streaming services accessed by 900 million 
people yielded only US$634m the same year (see 
Charts 2 and 3). 
YouTube and other ad-funded platforms are 
arguing that Safe Harbor provisions in EU and 
US legislation mean advertising-only supported 
services like theirs are not technically dedicated 
commercial streaming music platforms.  
“There is a gross mismatch and it’s a structural 
problem that needs to be addressed by legisla-
tion,” Moore stated.The European Commission 
is scheduled to publish its proposals for a revised 
directive this September. 
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How will your technology change the indus-
try you are in; what gap is it filling; what is 
the unique selling point?  
For 200 years, spectacle frame making was 
a hallmark of British craft, closely tied to the 
watchmaking trades around Hatton Garden, 
London. Frame design was a revered skill and 
each pair of spectacles was made specifically for 
an individual, to both fit impeccably and provide 
excellent visual acuity. The British Standard be-
came the highest in the world. But today specta-
cles are commoditized, with a ‘one-size-fits-all’ 
solution to what is a very individual problem. 
We’re now seeking to apply modern technology 
to revive this forgotten craft. Cephalometrics is 
fundamentally about precision customization. It 
uses 3D scanning to create an individual point 
cloud of a human face. Parametric design al-
lows us to create a spectacle frame that fits the 
wearer to sub-millimeter accuracy.  The design, 
a 360-degree interactive model, can be viewed, 
amended and updated in real time. The frame can 
be 3D printed or sent directly to a CNC machine, 
created, glazed and worn. Creating a truly indi-
vidual made-to-measure product is a means to an 
end, rather than an end in itself. The technology 
allows us to provide an interactive and cost-effec-
tive solution to issues such as specific optical re-

quirements, for example, extreme myopia. It can 
be beneficial for those with medical conditions, 
such as microtia, and endocrine disorders or 
facial disfigurements, where off-the-peg frames 
are simply unsuitable. And it ensures an impecca-
ble fit for many different facial structures. Then, 
there are vocational considerations, where a 
particular style, fit or size of frame is required for 
those in specialist work, for example surgeons, 
engineers and pilots.

How did you or the founders overcome your 
biggest fear when you realized the concept 
was becoming a business reality? 
We identified the opportunities through our own 
existing spectacles companies (Cubitts, Charles 
Duffy Eyewear). It seemed perplexing to us that 
for such a ubiquitous product, where precision is 
so important, there have been so few technologi-
cal developments in frame design and production. 
We set about trying to understand why by mea-
suring many human faces, designing hundreds of 
frames, and trying to use technology where we 
could. Along the way we developed a 2D version 
of the software with German facial recognition 
experts Tastenkunst. Now it feels like the stars 
are aligning. Developments in IR scanning, the 
falling costs of hardware and the growing viabil-

Product/Service: Cephalometrics 
(bespoke eyewear design)

Developer: Cephalometrics (London, UK) 
Founders: Charles Duffy; Tom Broughton (right) 
When launched: To launch in 2016
Targeted users/sector: Initially the optical in-
dustry (prescription spectacles), but with poten-
tially much wider applications for eyewear retail
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ity of 3D printing, combined with our experience 
of designing and dispensing, have opened up an 
opportunity to bring about some real change.

Any recent developments (a new investor, 
appointment, development in strategy, up-
grade of technology) to announce? 
We recently received funding as part of Innovate 
UK’s IC tomorrow Future Retail competition. 

Current Investors:  
Our company, Cubitts; plus the cash prize of up 
to £35,000 (US$50,528) from Innovate UK’s IC 
tomorrow Future Retail competition.

Contact details:  
URL: www.cephalometrics.co.uk  
Email: tom@cubitts.co.uk

How will your technology change the indus-
try you are in; what gap is it filling; what is 
the unique selling point?  
Promoters and artists need fans at their events 
but find it very hard to reach the individual ones 
who will stay home because none of their friends 
are available to join them for the event. With 
Giggypop’s social ticketing platform, we make it 
possible to get personal about event promotion. 
Our curation, messaging, and community leader-

ship attracts and connects individuals to a wider 
community of passionate concert-goers who care 
for each other, supported from the top by us.

How did you or the founders overcome your 
biggest fear when you realized the concept 
was becoming a business reality? 
As the founder, my biggest fears always revolve 
around upsetting other people, particularly those 
on my team.  There was a challenging moment 
when I had to become serious about making 
Giggypop a business reality, and saw that others 
who were on my team treated it differently. I 
pushed through my fear by realizing that making 
sure we were all on the same page as a business 
was different than making sure everyone would 
be friends. At the end of the day, I remind myself 
that we’re all adults, and responsible for our own 
actions, risks and rewards. That goes for myself 
as well.

Any recent developments to announce? 
We’re launching a (beta) web TV channel! It’s 
called GiggyTV and it’s our way of sharing 
real moments from the great gigs we see via 
straight-to-Internet home videos (on Instagram, 
Twitter, Facebook, email). We did this so we 
can give something to people who can’t make it 
to the gigs. With GiggyTV, anyone around the 
world can still have a good time with us, when-

Product/Service: Giggypop: Gig 
Socially  
Developer: Giggypop, (London, UK) 
Founder: Alice Shyy (pictured right, above)

When launched: October 2015
Targeted users/sector: Music, community

http://www.cephalometrics.co.uk
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ever they want, for free. We have an audience of 
1000+ on Instagram (GiggyTV Beta), 700 re-
ceiving our music discovery newsletters, and 100 
‘SuperUsers’ in our gig recommendation closed 
Facebook group. We’ll be launching GiggyTV 
late June/early July but you can already see 
previews on our Instagram feed. (instagram.com/
giggypopapp).

Current Investors: Completely bootstrapped 
while we grow our community.

Contact details:  
URL: www.giggypop.co 
Email: hello@giggypop.co 
Twitter: @giggypopapp 
Instagram: @giggypopapp 
Facebook: facebook.com/giggypopapp

 

How will your technology change the indus-
try you are in; what gap is it filling; what is 
the unique selling point?  
With the proliferation of online shops, people 
are making purchases online more often and 
more frequently. This has completely overflowed 
people’s wardrobes with items they are not even 

wearing as they have either missed the deadline 
to return them or worn them only once. This 
behavior offers great opportunity for second-hand 
market places as people want to get rid of unused 
clothes while earning money in return. However, 
the vast majority of consumers are not doing it 
because selling online is a complete hassle. From 
completing online forms with product informa-
tion to taking pictures of the items on sale, the 
listing process takes up to around 20 minutes 
for only one item. That is why we have created 
Kpish, a platform that records automatically all 
your online purchases from shopping sites di-
rectly into your own ‘digital wardrobe’. Once a 
user decides to sell his or her ASOS jumper, for 
example, she will just need to select it among 
the list of previous purchases, set a selling price 
and click the “sell” button. All the information 
will be there and automatically uploaded on to 
our marketplace. As a result, we will have direct 
access to people’s online purchases. We can then 
encourage them to sell clothes regularly by send-
ing them reminders. We will be asking our users 
about that jumper, skirt or shoes they bought two 
months ago. Are they still wearing it? If not, they 
could sell them now on Kpish.

How did you or the founders overcome 
your biggest fear when you realized the con-
cept was becoming a business reality?  

Product/service: Kpish 
Developer: Kpish (London, UK) 
Founders: Cony Sepúlveda Medel; Claire Ber-
dugo (pictured right)

When launched: November 2015  
Targeted users/sector: Fashion retail; wom-
en between 18 to 30 years old shopping on 
fast-fashion websites like ASOS, Boohoo

http://www.giggypop.co
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I believe, like any founders, our biggest fear is 
that we might not develop the right solution for 
this huge problem. That is why we are testing 
a lot of our products with a small base of early 
users to get regular feedback from them, see what 
is working, what is not, while constantly exper-
imenting in order to get the best product/market 
fit. It is really difficult as founders to delay the 
development phase as we fear someone will enter 
the market before us. Also, because you believe 
in the business opportunity so strongly, you have 
to constantly remind yourself you need to please 
and solve customers’ problems and for that you 
need their approval. Otherwise, the basis of your 
solution is not built on a strong foundation and 
you spend money and time developing something 
no one will ever use. 

Any recent developments to announce?  
We recently won the inaugural Fashion & Luxe 
TechPitch 4.5 pitching competition in London. 
In terms of marketing, we are now focusing on 
small bloggers and Instagrammers with around 
10,000 followers each. 

Current Investors: Bootstrapped by co-founders 
CEO Claire Berdugo and Cony Sepúlveda Medel

Contact details: 
URL: http://www.kpish.com  
Twitter: http://twitter.com/kpish_ 
Instagram: http://instagram.com/kpish_/ 
Email: Claire@kpish.com or contact@kpish.com

http://www.kpish.com
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ADVERTISING/MARKETING

Product: Roth Ryan Hayes, US tech agency search consultancy
Need to know because it was launched in April to offer services to marketers seeking to appoint 
or partner with executives possessing in-demand digital and tech skills. The launch follows the 
acquisition of agency search firm Roth Associates by investors who included Matt Ryan, the former 
global brands president of ad agency conglomerate Havas Worldwide. Roth Ryan Hayes plans to 
expand its East Coast-focused business into a national company.
Creative function: digital marketing skills; search advertising expertise
Creative target: marketers; advertisers; ad agencies
Company: Roth Ryan Hayes, based in Greenwich, Connecticut, US
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Matt Ryan; Chairman Dick Roth
Investors/Owners: Co-Founders Matt Ryan and Chris Hayes
Distribution platform: not applicable
Launched: 2016 
URL: www.rothryanhayes.com

Product: Razorshop, digital shopping agency
Need to know because it has been launched by Razorfish, the US-based international digital 
creative agency, and publishing software giant Adobe Systems to revolutionize customers’ online 
and offline shopping experiences. Razorshop uses tech for data gathering, Virtual Reality, Bluetooth, 
Beacons and sensors to understand loyal customers’ online shopping habits to improve the service 
provided when the same customers visit physical stores.
Creative function: marketing technology; retail marketing 
Creative target: retailers; brand owners
Company: Razorfish, based in Seattle, Washington, US
Key executive(s): Razorfish Chief Technology Officer Ray Velez
Investors/Owners: Razorfish; Adobe
Distribution platform: digital retail; Adobe Marketing Cloud; BLE (Bluetooth Low
Energy); Nexus Engine
Launched: 2015
URL: www.razorfish.com

http://www.rothryanhayes.com
http://www.razorfish.com
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Product: Elytra Filament Pavilion, garden installation made by a robotic production process
Need to know because this revolutionary piece of fabric engineering developed by the University 
of Stuttgart will be featured in the courtyard of London’s august V&A museum from June to 
November 2016. Made by robots from transparent glass fiber and black carbon fiber, the 2,000 sq m 
pavilion looks like a large spider’s web made up of hexagonal shapes inspired by the forewings of 
beetles, hence the name ‘Elytra’. It is expected to appeal to architects seeking to use robotic tech to 
build much larger but intricately designed structures such as stadium roofs.
Creative function: robot-built architecture; architectural engineering; architecture; biomimicry 
Creative target: architects; building designers
Company: Institute of Computational Design, based in Stuttgart, Germany
Key executive(s): Architect/Designer/Researcher Achim Menges; Architect Moritz
Dörstelmann; Structural Engineer Jan Knippers
Investors/Owners: University of Stuttgart
Distribution platform: physical location; venue
Launched: 2016
URL: http://www.vam.ac.uk/exhibitions/elytra-filament-pavilion

Product: Soundtrack Your Brand, business-to-business digital music provider
Need to know because the Swedish start-up’s business, which delivers background music to stores, 
restaurants and other public places via streaming tech, went stratospherically global in May 2016. It 
clinched a contract to offer its services at up to 36,000 outlets owned by fast-food giant McDonald’s 
Corporation. (Background music is considered a powerful marketing tool in public areas.) The deal 
expands Soundtrack Your Brand’s reach from its current Nordic base to more than 100 countries, 
including the much coveted US. It has raised SKr117m (US$14m) from investors, including 
streaming service Spotify, and hopes to break even once it has signed up about 25,000 locations.
Creative function: retail soundtracks
Creative target: retailers; brand owners
Company: Soundtrack Your Brand, based in Stockholm, Sweden
Key executive(s): CEO/Founder Ola Sars
Investors/Owners: Spotify; Telia AB; PlayNetwork
Distribution platform: Internet; streaming technology
Launched: 2013
URL: www.soundtrackyourbrand.com

ARCHITECTURE/DESIGN

http://www.vam.ac.uk/exhibitions/elytra-filament-pavilion
http://www.soundtrackyourbrand.com
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Product: Founders Factory, tech start-up incubator and accelerator
Need to know because beauty and cosmetics giant L’Oréal has made a ‘strategic investment’ in 
London-based Founders Factory for an undisclosed amount. Founders Factory focuses on developing, 
producing, launching and marketing new products and services by tech start-ups. The partnership with 
L’Oréal will support start-ups aiming at the beauty and cosmetics markets.
Creative function: beauty; fashion 
Creative target: beauty tech start-ups; cosmetics, beauty and lifestyle brand owners
Company: Founders Factory, based in London, UK
Key executive(s): Founders Factory Co-Founder Brent Hoberman; L’Oréal Chief Digital Officer 
Lubomira Rochet
Investors/Owners: L’Oréal; Guardian Media Group; Holtzbrinck Publishing Group; Aviva 
Distribution platform: not applicable
Launched: 2015
URL: https://foundersfactory.co

Product: the UK’s Modern Transport Bill 2016, UK legislative proposal
Need to know because the legislative plan, which aims to put Britain at the forefront of futuristic 
transport systems, is pledging government support for the country’s first commercial spaceports, 
automated vehicles such as driverless cars and spaceplanes, and mass-market personal drones. The 
proposed new law, announced by England’s Queen Elizabeth II at the State Opening of Parliament 
in May, will also ensure there are safety regulations in place for the related manufacturing industries 
before it is adopted.
Creative function: vehicle design; landscape design; spacecraft manufacturing
Creative target: vehicle designers; landscape designers
Company: the British government
Key executive(s): Prime Minister David Cameron
Investors/Owners: not applicable 
Distribution platform: British roads; UK transport infrastructure; outer space; international space 
station
Launched: 2016
URL: www.gov.uk

FASHION/LUXURY

https://foundersfactory.co
http://www.gov.uk
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Product: Salosa, on-demand in-home beauty service
Need to know because it has been grabbed by Quikr India, an online classified ads portal 
headquartered in Mumbai. The move is part of Quikr’s ambitions to boost its QuikrServices 
subsidiary, a website where consumers can find in-the-home specialists, such as plumbers, laundries, 
electricians and, via Salosa, beauticians, hairdressers and stylists. The Salosa acquisition forms part of 
the reported INR250 Crore (US$37.17m) Quikr has set aside to grow the number of in-home services 
available on QuikrServices. An estimated 100,000 customers log into QuikrServices daily.
Creative function: beauty and cosmetic services
Creative target: beauticians; beauty retailers; beauty and cosmetics brands
Company: Beawel Tech Pvt, based in Gurgaon, India
Key executive(s): Head of QuikrServices P.D. Sundar
Investors/Owners: Quikr India Pvt 
Distribution platform: Internet
Launched: 2015
URL: http://www.salosa.com

Product: Raymond Weil Radio, streaming music platform
Need to know because the high-end exclusive watchmaker is hoping to lure a younger generation 
of potential customers by offering contemporary pop and rock hits and classics on its website via a 
streaming radio service. Available since April, Raymond Weil’s free music service was launched to 
celebrate the company’s 40th anniversary. It includes nine online radio channels based on genres, 
moods and Raymond Weil (RW) watch brands. Each channel plays about 40 tracks curated by RW 
staff and supplied by Universal Music Group, the world’s biggest recorded music company. The radio 
service is complemented by a series of playlists featuring hundreds of songs. But the extra editorial 
content and concert videos are available exclusively only to RW customers.
Creative function: music; music videos; playlists; music news; competitions
Creative target: record labels; music publishers; rights owners; artists
Company: Raymond Weil, based in Geneva, Switzerland
Key executive(s): Raymond Weil CEO Elie Bernheim; UMG Global Head of New Business Olivier 
Robert-Murphy
Investors/Owners: Raymond Weil; Universal Music Group
Distribution platform: Internet
Launched: 2016
URL: http://music.raymond-weil.com

http://www.salosa.com
http://music.raymond-weil.com
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FILM/VIDEO

Product: Blippar, Augmented Reality (AR) and image recognition platform
Need to know because the company announced in April that it had clinched a hefty US$54m in 
new funding. The investment came from the Malaysian government’s Khazanah Nasional Berhad 
fund, plus support from existing backers like Qualcomm Ventures. Blippar, which already operates 
in 14 offices and has 65 million users internationally, uses visual recognition tech to offer an image-
centric search engine. Soon its users will be able to point smartphones embedded with its AR app 
at any object to retrieve image-based information, including where to find the nearest retail outlet 
offering that product.
Creative function: image search engine
Creative target: brand owners; information service providers
Company: Blippar, based in London, UK
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Ambarish Mitra; Co-Founder/CTO Omar Tayeb
Investors/Owners: Khazanah Nasional Berhad; Qualcomm Ventures
Distribution platform: Internet; mobile app
Launched: 2011
URL: https://blippar.com/en/

Product: Barco Escape, three-screen cinema experience
Need to know because Hollywood producer Scott Waugh is currently preparing to make the first 
ever movie shot entirely with Barco Escape. The three-screen format (at the front of and on both 
the right and left sides of the theater) is designed to immerse the spectator totally in the films. Until 
now, Barco Escape has been used only for excerpts of existing releases, such as The Maze Runner 
and Maze Runner: The Scorch Trials, distributed by Hollywood studio 20th Century Fox. Barco, the 
company that operates the technology, hopes to have up to 150 screens equipped with the system 
worldwide by the end of 2016.
Creative function: immersive cinema; multi-screen cinema
Creative target: movie producers; cinema exhibitors
Company: Barco, based in Kortrijk, Belgium 
Key executive(s): Barco Escape Vice President Jeff Wilk; Rock Pile Studios Co-Founder Scott 
Waugh
Investors/Owners: Barco 
Distribution platform: panoramic multi-screen cinema theater
Launched: 2014
URL: www.ready2escape.com

https://blippar.com/en/
http://www.ready2escape.com
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Product: FOVE, eye tracking Virtual Reality (VR) headset 
Need to know because the venture, which started via Kickstarter crowdfunding at the University 
of Tokyo, has completed a US$11m Series A round of funding led by Japan’s Colopl VR Fund. Other 
investors include Samsung Venture Investment and 2020 Ventures. 
Creative function: VR content distribution
Creative target: VR content creators
Company: FOVE, based in San Francisco, California, US
Key executive(s): Co-Founder/CEO Yuka Kojima; Co-Founder/CTO Lochlainn Wilson
Investors/Owners: include Samsung Venture Investment; Colopl VR Fund; Hon Hai venture capital 
fund’s 2020; Microsoft Ventures
Distribution platform: VR head mount display; Internet; mobile app
Launched: 2014
URL: www.getfove.com

Product: Digital Domain, visual effects and Virtual Reality (VR) studio
Need to know because the company responsible for award-winning VFX in blockbuster movies, 
including the Star Trek, Transformers and X-Men franchises and the new Marvel superhero release 
Deadpool (from 20th Century Fox), is to create VR content for record label Warner Music Taiwan. 
The first one will be based on shows by Chinese pop star Li Ronghao. Digital Domain says it also 
plans to develop original VR content for Warner Music Taiwan.
Creative function: VR content; visual effects; immersive digital entertainment
Creative target: producers of movies, videos, video games and commercials
Company: Digital Domain, based in Los Angeles, California, US
Key executive(s): Digital Domain CEO Daniel Seah; Warner Music Greater 
China CEO Sam Chen
Investors/Owners: Hong Kong Stock Exchange-listed Digital Domain Holdings
Distribution platform: Internet; VR; mobile app
Launched: 1993
URL: http://digitaldomain.com

http://www.getfove.com
http://digitaldomain.com
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Product: RYOT, Virtual Reality (VR) studio
Need to know because it is now part of the AOL Inc. content production portfolio after it was 
acquired by AOL subsidiary The Huffington Post, the US-originated international online aggregator 
of news and blogs. RYOT’s job is to create original VR and 360-degree documentaries and factual 
content to host on The Huffington Post’s websites. Industry insiders claim The Huffington Post paid 
between US$10m and US$15m for the privilege.
Creative function: VR content; digital publishing
Creative target: VR content producers; digital publishers; news and documentary producers
Company: Huffington Post RYOT, based in Los Angeles, California, US
Key executive(s): RYOT CEO Bryn Booser; Head of Business Development Zeda Stone; Managing 
Editor Zahra Rasool; The Huffington Post President/Editor-in-Chief Arianna Huffington
Investors/Owners: AOL Inc.
Distribution platform: Internet; VR platform and headsets
Launched: 2012
URL: http://ryot.huffingtonpost.com

Product: Rights Manager, video rights protection tool
Need to know because introduced in April 2016 and described as similar to YouTube’s Content ID, 
Facebook’s Rights Manager helps rights owners by enabling them to upload and tag their videos on 
the social media behemoth’s website. Additionally, it allows rights owners to specify who can use the 
videos and when, and detect when they are being pirated. It also includes an API that permits users to 
integrate Rights Manager into third-party content management systems. 
Creative function: copyright protection
Creative target: video producers; video rights owners
Company: Facebook Inc., based in Menlo Park, California, US
Key executive(s): Vice President, Partnerships Dan Rose; Product Manager Anaid Gomez-Ortizoga 
Investors/Owners: Facebook
Distribution platform: Facebook; Internet
Launched: 2016
URL: https://rightsmanager.fb.com

http://ryot.huffingtonpost.com
https://rightsmanager.fb.com
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Product: YouTube Music Foundry, digital platform for promoting emerging talent
Need to know because the scheme was announced by YouTube, the world’s leading video sharing 
platform with more than 1 billion registered users, in April 2016. Aimed at young music acts, the 
initiative is set up to nurture a generation of artists that would owe their careers partly to YouTube. 
It is equally designed so that they can integrate their music and performances with new digital video 
platforms like Periscope and Snapchat. YouTube is desperate to find a mutual ground for working 
with the international music industry, which is concerned about what it believes is the insufficient 
amount of royalties the advertising-funded YouTube pays for copyrighted music.
Creative function: talent discovery; talent development
Creative target: singers; songwriters; composers
Company: YouTube, based in San Bruno, California, US
Key executive(s): YouTube CEO Susan Wojcicki
Investors/Owners: YouTube
Distribution platform: Internet; mobile app
Launched: 2016
URL: www.youtube.com

Product: Two Big Ears, developer of audio technology for Virtual Reality (VR)  
film and video games
Need to know because its acquisition by Oculus VR, Facebook’s VR subsidiary, was announced in 
May 2016. The two companies will join forces to develop high-end audio and acoustics in VR content 
distributed via the Oculus Rift headset.
Creative function: VR entertainment; VR content production
Creative target: VR video creators; VR video editors; VR rights owners
Company: Facebook, based in Menlo Park, California, US
Key executive(s): Two Big Ears Founder/CEO Abesh Thakur and Founder/Vice President Products 
Varun Nair
Investors/Owners: Facebook
Distribution platform: VR platform and headsets
Launched: 2013
URL: http://twobigears.com

http://www.youtube.com
http://twobigears.com
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GAMES

Product: Minecraft, iconic block-building sandbox game
Need to know because its owners, software giant Microsoft and its subsidiary Mojang, have joined 
forces with NetEase, one of China’s leading Internet service providers and content developers, to 
create a localized version of Minecraft for the Chinese market. Although more than 100 million units 
have been sold worldwide, Minecraft has yet to crack the major Chinese market.
Creative function: game development
Creative target: gamers 
Company: Mojang, based in Stockholm, Sweden
Key executive(s): Mojang CEO Jonas Mårtensson; NetEase CEO/Founder William Ding
Investors/Owners: Microsoft Corp.
Distribution platform: PC; consoles; mobile apps
Launched: 2011
URL: https://minecraft.net/en/

Product: Google Daydream, mobile Virtual Reality (VR) platform
Need to know because Google’s latest tech project received a major boost among the gaming 
communities when it was officially endorsed by Epic Games, one of the world’s most prolific video 
game developers. Epic has agreed to build Daydream-compatible games-design tools. This means 
games developers familiar with Epic’s Unreal Engine technology can start creating content to be 
played on the Daydream platform.
Creative function: VR games development; digital games development
Creative target: digital games developers
Company: Google, based in Mountain View, California, US
Key executive(s): Epic Games Chief Technology Officer Kim Libreri
Investors/Owners: Google
Distribution platform: Google Daydream VR platform
Launched: 2016
URL: https://vr.google.com/daydream/

https://minecraft.net/en/
https://vr.google.com/daydream/
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LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Product: Taobao Movie (Taobao Dianying), Chinese online ticketing platform
Need to know because its parent company Alibaba Pictures, part of the world’s biggest 
e-commerce operator Alibaba Group, has raised RMB1.7bn (US$258m) in a Series A round 
to expand Taobao Movie’s services. Although it currently enables subscribers to purchase 
cinema tickets in 5,000-plus movie theaters, Taobao is in a fiercely competitive market. The 
funds will reportedly allow the platform to expand by offering concert tickets too. 
Creative function: e-commerce; entertainment and movie ticket sales
Creative target: cinema exhibitors; moviegoers; live events organizers
Company: Alibaba Pictures Group, based in Hong Kong
Key executive(s): Alibaba CEO Jack Ma
Investors/Owners: Alibaba Group Holding (via Ant Financial Services Group); 
CDH Investments; Sina.com 
Distribution platform: Internet; cinema box offices
Launched: 2014
URL: https://dianying.taobao.com

Product: NextVR, Virtual Reality (VR) studio
Need to know because the production house has clinched a deal with Live Nation Entertainment, 
the world’s largest concert promoter, to live stream gigs on VR platforms. The partnership is a major 
boost for NextVR, which has so far focused on VR and 360-degrees versions of sport events and is 
seeking to enter other entertainment sectors. The company has raised US$35.5m to date.
Creative function: VR content production
Creative target: concert promoters; sports rights owners; live event operations
Company: NextVR, based in Laguna Beach, California, US
Key executive(s): NextVR Co-Founder Dave Cole
Investors/Owners: include Comcast Ventures; Time Warner Investments; The Madison Square 
Garden Company; Peter Guber; Dick Clark Productions
Distribution platform: NextVR app; Oculus Rift headset; Samsung Gear VR headset 
Launched: 2009
URL: http://www.nextvr.com

https://dianying.taobao.com
http://www.nextvr.com
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Product: Apple Music, the Apple-owned music streaming service
Need to know because it is claiming 15 million subscribers, having launched only a year ago. It is 
still nowhere near 10-year-old rival Spotify’s 75 million total active users (including the 30 million 
who pay a monthly subscription fee). Apple has got a lot of work on its hands trying to convert the 
800 million account holders at iTunes, its pioneering digital downloads store, into using its ambitious 
streaming platform.
Creative function: streaming music; digital music distribution; playlist compilations
Creative target: record labels; music publishers; music rights owners; video producers
Company: Apple Inc., based in Cupertino, California, US
Key executive(s): Apple Inc. CEO Tim Cook; Senior Vice President of Worldwide Marketing Phillip 
Schiller; Senior Vice President of Internet Software and Services Eddy Cue
Investors/Owners: Apple Inc.
Distribution platform: Internet; iOS app; Apple Watch; Apple TV; CarPlay
Launched: 2015
URL: www.apple.com/music/

Product: Ticketbis, international secondary ticketing platform
Need to know because the Spain-originated international online tickets-exchange market has been 
acquired by StubHub, the US’ biggest online ticket vendor and a subsidiary of online auction giant 
eBay Inc. The acquisition gives StubHub a global powerbase as Ticketbis is already established in 
Latin America, several European markets and Asia Pacific.
Creative function: e-commerce; entertainment tickets resale; live entertainment
Creative target: music fans; sports fans; events organizers
Company: Ticketbis, based in Bilbao and Madrid, Spain 
Key executive(s): StubHub President Scott Cutler; Ticketbis CEO/Co-Founder Ander Michelena
Investors/Owners: eBay Inc. subsidiary StubHub 
Distribution platform: Internet
Launched: 2009
URL: www.ticketbis.net

MUSIC/AUDIO
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Product: MQA, high-resolution digital music audio format
Need to know because its inventor, the original founder of high-end audio and video equipment 
maker Meridian Audio, has snapped up a major deal with Warner Music Group (WMG), one of 
the world’s three major record labels. WMG will use the technology to distribute its recordings in 
high-resolution sound on digital platforms. The current conventional practice is to compress studio 
recordings into small but lower quality digital files to ensure fast delivery over broadband networks. 
MQA, the company, says that is no longer necessary. Streaming platforms and service providers 
already delivering MQA-quality sounds include TIDAL and 7digital.
Creative function: music distribution
Creative target: record labels; music rights owners
Company: MQA Ltd, based in London, UK
Key executive(s): Founder Bob Stuart; Atlantic Records Chairman/CEO Craig Kallman
Investors/Owners: Bob Stuart
Distribution platform: MQA file; Internet
Launched: 2014
URL: www.mqa.co.uk

Product: The Artiphon Instrument 1, the multi-disciplinary musical instrument
Need to know because the all-in-one portable instrument that can be a keyboard, a percussion 
instrument or strummed like a guitar and is funded via Kickstarter, the crowding funding platform, 
is ready to be shipped commercially. Designed to make learning how to play easy for anyone, it 
raised a US$1.3m via Kickstarter, nearly double the original US$75,000 target. It can be plugged into 
smartphones and tablets for users to compose and record music via apps like GarageBand. 
Creative function: music composition; musical performance
Creative target: music instrument retailers; music instrument manufacturers; musicians
Company: Artiphon, based in Nashville, Tennessee, US
Key executive(s): Founder Mike Butera
Investors/Owners: Kickstarter-funded
Distribution platform: Instrument 1 device; mobile app 
Launched: 2015
URL: http://artiphon.com

http://www.mqa.co.uk
http://artiphon.com
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Product: Rolltape Radio, voice messaging podcast
Need to know because the original Rolltape, which allowed users to send private, one-to-one, voice 
messages (as opposed to texts) to loved ones internationally, has been expanded to include a public 
broadcast version. You can upload recordings of discussions or public messages on the rolltape.fm 
website for anyone anywhere to listen in. 
Creative function: podcast; digital broadcast; online radio
Creative target: digital broadcasters
Company: Rolltape, based in San Francisco, California, US
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Jessica Taylor; CTO/Co-Founder Elisabeth Boonin
Investors/Owners: Business angels
Distribution platform: iOS mobile app; Android app to come; online radio; Internet
Launched: 2015
URL: www.rolltape.com

Product: ReDigi, digital store for pre-owned (second-hand) digital musical recordings
Need to know because it recently reached a settlement with US record label Capitol Records, 
which had filed a lawsuit in 2013 alleging the resale of already paid-for digital songs infringed 
copyright. A US federal judge ruled that while physical recordings like CDs could be sold as 
second-hand products under the country’s ‘first sale’ legislative provision, that law did not apply to 
downloadable digital music. The settlement is a private agreement between the two companies. They 
are still waiting for a higher court to settle definitively whether or not it is possible to sell second-hand 
versions of digital music. 
Creative function: music retail; music sale; music distribution
Creative target: rights owners; music fans
Company: ReDigi, based in Boston, Massachusetts, US
Key executive(s): CEO John Ossenmacher; CTO Larry Rudolph
Investors/Owners: Business angels
Distribution platform: Internet
Launched: 2010
URL: http://redigi.co

http://www.rolltape.com
http://redigi.co
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Product: Shots Mobile, the comedy and selfies-sharing app developer
Need to know because it recently resuscitated the mobile entertainment service Mindie, which had 
once been popular for enabling Millennials to add soundtracks to videos on their mobile handsets. 
Shots Mobile, which is famous for having North American celebrities among its investors, will use 
Mindie to increase the repertoire available on its platform.
Creative function: music discovery; music sharing; mobile content soundtracks
Creative target: music acts; music fans; music rights owners 
Company: Shots Mobile Inc., based in San Francisco, California, US
Key executive(s): Shots co-founders John Shahidi and Sam Shahidi
Investors/Owners: Justin Bieber, Omar Epps; Rodney Jerkins; WI Harper; Upfront 
Ventures; 500 Startups
Distribution platform: iOS and Android mobile apps 
Launched: 2013
URL: https://shots.com

Product: Saavn, streaming music service dedicated to Asian repertoire
Need to know because the service is extending its reach and repertoire. It has expanded 
into the Middle East following a deal with Bahrain-based telecoms firm VIVA Bahrain, which will 
offer Saavn to its customers. It has also started including audio documentaries in its catalog. Last 
year, Saavn raised US$100m from investors led by US hedge fund Tiger Global Management.
Creative function: streaming music; digital music distribution 
Creative target: labels; music publishers; artists; owner of Hindi and other Asian music 
rights owners
Company: Saavn, based in New York, US
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Rishi Malhotra; President/Co-Founder Vinodh Bhat
Investors/Owners: include Tiger Global Management; Bertelsmann India Investments; India 
Internet Fund; Liberty Media
Distribution platform: Internet; iOS app; Android app
Launched: 2007
URL: www.saavn.com

https://shots.com
http://www.saavn.com
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Product: Spotify, the world’s largest streaming music platform by subscription numbers
Need to know because it has had to raise US$1bn in debt financing to pay for its fast growing 
business. The loan came from private equity company TPG and Dagoneer Investment Group, (the 
hedge fund), among others. How much Spotify pays in interest will depend on when it chooses to 
float the company on the stock exchange, at which point the debts can be converted into equity shares. 
Although Stockholm-originated Spotify, which is valued at US$8.5bn, generated €1.95bn (an 80% 
jump) in revenue during 2015, it reported €173m in net losses. The company also recently reached a 
settlement over royalty payments with the US’ National Music Publishers’ Association.
Creative function: streaming music; playlist compilations; video content production
Creative target: record labels; music publishers; music rights owners; video producers 
Company: Spotify, based in Stockholm, Sweden
Key executive(s): CEO Daniel Ek
Investors/Owners: include TeliaSonera; Baillie Gifford; Discovery Capital Management; Dragoneer 
Investment Group; GSV Capital; Technology Crossover Ventures; TPG; Senvest Capital
Distribution platform: Internet; mobile apps
Launched: 2006
URL: www.spotify.com

Product: SoundCloud Go, subscription-funded streaming music service
Need to know because its launch is said to provide the monetization solution for the cash-strapped 
SoundCloud, the world’s leading music and audio-sharing platform with 175 million registered 
users. Rights owners had accused its founders of copyright infringement when they failed to license 
the music uploaded by fans and professionals onto SoundCloud. The new revenue-generating 
SoundCloud Go service comes after it signed major multi-territory licensing agreements with leading 
music publishers and their rights organizations (including Universal Music Publishing Group; 
SACEM; Sony/ATV Music Publishing). Localized versions of SoundCloud Go are available in the 
US, UK and Ireland for about US$10 a month.
Creative function: streaming music; music distribution
Creative target: record labels; music publishers; artists; music rights owners
Company: SoundCloud, based in Berlin, Germany
Key executive(s): CEO Alexander Ljung; CTO Eric Wahlforss
Investors/Owners: include Tennenbaum Capital Partners; Index Ventures; The Chernin Group
Group; Institutional Venture Partners
Distribution platform: Internet; iOS and Android app
Launched: 2016
URL: www.soundcloud.com

http://www.spotify.com
http://www.soundcloud.com
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PHOTOGRAPHY/ART

Product: Easel, image bookmarking app 
Need to know because it has been launched to complement the We Heart It app, which was 
originally designed for users to comment on photos and videos shared on social media. Easel takes 
the function to another level by enabling them to add famous inspiring quotes using special fonts and 
image filters. The service says it has more than 40 million registered users, mostly young women and 
girls, and delivers 60 billion-plus images and videos every month.
Creative function: digital bookmarking; mobile photography
Creative target: young consumers; marketers
Company: We Heart It, based in San Francisco, California, US
Key executive(s): Founder Fabio Giolito; CEO Ranah Edelin
Investors/Owners: Time Warner Investments; Valor Capital Group; IDG Ventures USA
Distribution platform: iOS app; Android app
Launched: 2011
URL: http://weheartit.com/inspirations/easel

Product: CrowdAlbum, digital photos and videos aggregator
Need to know because it has been bought by Spotify, the streaming music giant, in a bid to offer 
artists more marketing tools for sharing images and videos from their shows on social media. Spotify 
hopes the move will encourage more acts to make their repertoire available on its platform.
Creative function: digital marketing; content aggregation
Creative target: artists; musicians; singers; performers
Company: CrowdAlbum, based in San Francisco, California, US
Key executive(s): Spotify’s Vice President Product Charlie Hellman
Investors/Owners: Spotify
Distribution platform: Internet; mobile apps
Launched: 2013
URL: www.crowdalbum.com

http://weheartit.com/inspirations/easel
http://www.crowdalbum.com
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Product: Tilt Brush, Virtual Reality (VR) painting app
Need to know because it enables artists, architects and designers to use a room as their canvas 
while applying 3D brushstrokes to create interactive sketches that they can physically walk through 
and around. The creator requires a VR headset (currently the HTC Vive) and a controller that 
functions as a digital ‘paintbrush’ or ‘pencil’, which is connected to a computer device featuring 
that TiltBrush app. The app also provides a virtual palette of colors the creator can select from. It is 
currently available to purchase via Steam, the mobile games digital distribution platform. 
Creative function: VR painting; VR design; digital art
Creative target: artists; architects; designers
Company: Google Cultural Institute, based in Paris, France
Key executive(s): Group Product Manager, Google VR Andrey Doronichev
Investors/Owners: Google
Distribution platform: VR headset; Steam app
Launched: 2016
URL: www.tiltbrush.com

Product: Mardles discovAR, interactive digital coloring book
Need to know because the newly launched app uses Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality 
(VR) to bring kids’ drawings to life. First, draw anything you want in Mardles’ special coloring books 
using standard pencils or crayons. When you hold your mobile device featuring the app over the 
colored painting, the standard 2D images turn into 3D live action images. It is multilingual and is also 
designed to be educational.
Creative function: art; education
Creative target: school kids; art classes; animators; teachers
Company: Mardles, based in London, UK
Key executive(s): Co-founders James Murden and Sharon Wyness
Investors/Owners: Business angels
Distribution platform: AR app; VR app; paper coloring books
Launched: 2015
URL: www.mardleslife.com

http://www.tiltbrush.com
http://www.mardleslife.com
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Product: Pronoun, US-based self-publishing platform
Need to know because it has just been snapped up by the US division of book-publishing behemoth 
Macmillan Publishers for an undisclosed sum. It was sold by investment firms that included Avalon 
Ventures, Felicis Ventures, Tribeca Venture Partners and SV Angel. Pronoun’s centralized automated 
system permits authors to publish their own e-books, which will then be available for sale via online 
retailers like Apple’s iBooks, Amazon’s Kindle platform, Barnes & Noble and the Canada-originated 
Kobo (now owned by Japanese e-commerce giant Rakuten). Pronoun also has its own book-
publishing imprints, such as Byliner (for contemporary journalism) and Paper Lantern Lit (young 
adult fiction).
Creative function: book publishing; print media; book covers design
Creative target: authors; book publishers; book retailers
Company: Pronoun, based in New York, US
Key executive(s): Pronoun President Josh Brody; Macmillan US Vice President of Product Ben 
Zhuk; Macmillan Publishers Global Trade COO Andrew Weber
Investors/Owners: Macmillan Publishers
Distribution platform: proprietary platform; Internet; book e-tailer partners 
Launched: 2009 (as Vook); 2015 (as Pronoun)
URL: https://pronoun.com

Product: @mentions, new digital tool from online publishing platform Medium 
Need to know because Medium, one of the more successful new-generation of online magazine 
publishers, has launched @mentions, one of several digital tools designed to make Medium’s writers’ 
and authors’ lives easier. It enables Medium’s contributors to cross-promote the works of other writers 
mentioned in their posts. It also ensures updates by editors and readers’ comments are streamlined 
so that they do not clutter the writer’s original post. In addition, editing updates are synchronized on 
all digital platforms featuring the post. Medium has raised a reported US$132m to date, including 
US$50m in April 2016.
Creative function: publishing; print media; e-books 
Creative target: authors; writers; book editors; publishers
Company: Medium Corporation, based in San Francisco, California, US
Key executive(s): Medium CEO Ev Williams
Investors/Owners: include Spark Capital; Andreessen Horowitz; Greylock Partners
Distribution platform: Internet; mobile apps
Launched: 2011
URL: https://medium.com

PRINTED MEDIA/BOOKS
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Product: Wrap Media, mobile-first interactive publishing start-up
Need to know because the US-based ‘storytelling’ platform developer raised US$4m in March 
2016 as part of its ambitions to expand internationally, especially into Japan and other Asian markets. 
It specializes in delivering content directly via mobile Web browsers (what the company calls a 
‘universal mobile app’), instead of downloaded individual native apps. This means the mobile-first 
content is also seamlessly accessible on desktop computers. The funding was led by Tokyo-based 
investment firm Dream Incubator. To date, Wrap Media has raised just over US$25m.
Creative function: mobile publishing; mobile commerce
Creative target: writers; authors; content publishers
Company: Wrap Media, based in San Francisco, California, US
Key executive(s): Wrap Media CEO/Founder Eric Greenberg; Wrap Media Chief Growth Officer 
Kristine Shine
Investors/Owners: include Dream Incubator; The Raine Group; ProSiebenSat.1 Media; Transmedia 
Capital; Salesforce 
Distribution platform: Internet; mobile networks; mobile browsers
Launched: 2014
URL: www.wrap.co

SOCIAL MEDIA

Product: Musical.ly, recorded and live video streaming app
Need to know because it has successfully pulled in a reported US$100m in new funds, giving the 
company a valuation of US$500m. The new money will be used to develop existing and new tools, 
such as live.ly, which enables users to transmit live videos for the first time.
Creative function: video social media; video production
Creative target: video content creators
Company: Musical.ly, based in Shanghai, China
Key executive(s): Co-CEO/Co-Founder Alex Zhu; President/Co-Founder Luyu Yang
Investors/Owners: GGV Capital; Greylock Partners; Qiming Venture Partners; DCM Ventures
Distribution platform: iOS, Android and Amazon apps
Launched: 2015
URL: http://musical.ly

http://www.wrap.co
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Product: Pinterest, pioneering photo-sharing and search platform 
Need to know because it has stopped playing safe and is moving ahead with its revenue-generating 
and internationalization strategies. In April, it announced that more than half of its 100 million-plus 
active monthly users are from outside the US. It launched its first UK ad campaign and it is localizing its 
Featured Collections tool, for content discovery, in the UK, France, Germany, Japan and Brazil. 
Creative function: marketing; content discovery
Creative target: marketers; brand owners; retailers; designers; photographers
Company: Pinterest Inc., based in San Francisco, California, US
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Ben Silbermann; Co-Founder Evan Sharp
Investors/Owners: include Andreessen Horowitz; Bessemer Venture Partners; Valiant Capital 
Partners; Rakuten
Distribution platform: Internet; mobile apps
Launched: 2009
URL: www.pinterest.com

Product: Snapchat, ephemeral multimedia messaging app
Need to know because the app developer that once turned down a US$3bn offer from Facebook 
raised US$1.8bn in a Series F round of funding. It will use the cash to develop its monetization 
strategy and offer more content real estate for advertisers to buy. The new cash injection is said to 
give Snapchat a valuation of about US$16bn. Additionally, the company recently announced that 
it records more than 150 million active daily users, surpassing the much more established Twitter, 
which is said to have fewer than 140 million daily users.
Creative function: social media; messaging
Creative target: advertisers; brand owners; ad agencies; content owners
Company: Snapchat, based in Los Angeles, California, US
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Evan Spiegel
Investors/Owners: include General Atlantic; Sequoia Capital; Fidelity International; Alibaba Group 
Holding; Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers; Benchmark
Distribution platform: iOS app; Android app
Launched: 2011
URL: www.snapchat.com

http://www.pinterest.com
http://www.snapchat.com
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Product: WhatsApp, messaging app
Need to know because it has introduced powerful encryption tech that only the individual 
recipients of messages can decipher. It is a groundbreaking move at a time when law enforcers have 
been asking tech companies to help them access the private information of crime suspects. WhatsApp 
currently has 1 billion registered users.
Creative function: messaging; data security
Creative target: consumers
Company: WhatsApp, based in Santa Clara, California, US
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Jan Koum
Investors/Owners: Facebook
Distribution platform: mobile apps including iOS, Android, Windows Phone, BlackBerry, plus Mac 
and Windows PC desktops
Launched: 2009
URL: www.whatsapp.com

Product: Viant Technology, ad tech network operator and joint owner of pioneering social media 
platform Myspace
Need to know because it has been acquired by Time Inc., the publishing giant that owns TIME 
magazine, Sports Illustrated and People magazine, in its bid to enter the US$34bn automated 
advertising sector. Time Inc. has been looking for new investment opportunities as revenue from its 
printed media continues to fall. It is still not certain what it plans to do with Myspace, the music-
centric social media platform that Viant jointly acquired in 2011 with US music star Justin Timberlake 
from News Corporation. Viant (then known as Specific Media) and Timberlake paid US$35m for 
Myspace, which News Corporation had bought for US$580m.
Creative function: social media; content sharing; digital advertising service
Creative target: advertisers; brand owners; marketers; ad agencies
Company: Viant Technology (formerly Interactive Media Holdings), based in Irvine, California, US
Key executive(s): Time Inc. Chairman/CEO Joe Ripp; Viant CEO Tim Vanderhook; Viant Chief 
Marketing Officer Jon Schulz
Investors/Owners: Time Inc.
Distribution platform: Internet; proprietary ad network
Launched: 1999
URL: http://viantinc.com

http://www.whatsapp.com
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Product: Iflix, South East Asian streaming video platform
Need to know because Iflix, described as the Asian competitor to Netflix, has snapped up US$45m 
of investment from Sky, the News Corporation-owned European satellite TV platform. The new 
money will enable Iflix to license content more relevant to the targeted South East Asian viewers and 
enter more markets in the region. It is currently in 10 markets, including Malaysia, the Philippines, 
Thailand, Vietnam, Myanmar, Singapore and Indonesia. Sky will also be able to expand its interests 
in streaming TV services, including NOW TV in the UK, to Asia.
Creative function: video-on-demand; video streaming; video entertainment
Creative target: video entertainment rights owners
Company: Iflix, based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Key executive(s): Group CEO/Co-Founder Mark Britt
Investors/Owners: Sky; Emtek Group; Catcha Group
Distribution platform: Internet
Launched: 2014
URL: www.iflix.com

Product: Crackle, multi-platform video entertainment network
Need to know because the venture owned by Sony Pictures Television has jumped on the Virtual 
Reality (VR) bandwagon. It has set up a dedicated VR theater on its platform to feature dedicated VR 
content. Additionally, advertisers will be able to place their 360-degree videos next to the VR shows 
on Crackle.
Creative function: VR advertising
Creative target: advertisers; brand owners; marketers
Company: Crackle, based in Culver City, California, US
Key executive(s): Eric Berger, Crackle General Manager/Executive Vice President at Sony Pictures 
Television Digital Networks
Investors/Owners: Sony Corporation
Distribution platform: Internet; mobile apps, games consoles; smart TV
Launched: 2004
URL: www.crackle.com

TELEVISION
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Product: Fandor, independent films streaming platform
Need to know because the venture, which currently generates revenue from customers’ monthly 
subscriptions, plans to boost its income by offering marketers the opportunity to sponsor original 
short-form content. The Fandor-created content will be distributed on third-party platforms such as 
Go90, the mobile-first platform operated by US telecoms group Verizon, and on social media.
Creative function: video-on-demand; video entertainment; branded entertainment
Creative target: independent movie makers; video content producers; video content rights owners
Company: Fandor, based in San Francisco, California, US
Key executive(s): CEO Larry Aidem; Chief Revenue and Partnership Officer Scott Travis
Investors/Owners: Starz
Distribution platform: Internet 
Launched: 2009
URL: www.fandor.com

Product: Fandango, digital ticketing service
Need to know because the US ticketing website has been on an acquisition spree. After buying 
M-GO, a TV and film on-demand streaming service originally co-founded by DreamWorks Animation 
and Technicolor, it is now the owner of Rotten Tomatoes and Flixster. The first has become one of the 
world’s most reliable sources for film reviews and news and the second, Flixster, is a movie discovery 
website. Both were sold by Warner Bros. Entertainment, which partly owns Fandango.
Creative function: movie distribution; movie marketing; video-on-demand
Creative target: film-makers; film distributors; cinema exhibitors
Company: Fandango, based in Los Angeles, California, US
Key executive(s): President Paul Yanover; Senior Vice President/Chief Creative Officer Sandro Corsaro
Investors/Owners: Majority shareholder NBCUniversal; Warner Bros. Entertainment
Distribution platform: Internet; iOS; Android; Windows Phone apps 
Launched: 2006
URL: www.fandango.com
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Product: OTOY, cloud-based tech provider for 3D and holographic content
Need to know because two major international TV operators, Discovery Communications and 
HBO, have bought equity stakes in OTOY. It is part of their ambitions to develop, create and offer 
viewers original content in 3D, holographic graphics and, eventually, Virtual Reality (VR) for multi-
platform services.
Creative function: 3D, holographic and VR content publishing
Creative target: entertainers; digital content producers
Company: Otoy Inc., based in Los Angeles, California, US
Key executive(s): OTOY CEO/Co-Founder Jules Urbach; OTOY President/Co-Founder Alissa 
Grainger; Discovery’s Chief Commercial Officer Paul Guyardo
Investors/Owners: include Discovery Communications; HBO Inc.; Digital Sky Technologies; 
Autodesk
Distribution platform: proprietary 3D and holographic graphics platforms
Launched: 2008
URL: https://home.otoy.com

Product: FilmStruck, new movies-on-demand streaming service
Need to know because it is the soon-to-launch US platform, co-owned by Time Warner subsidiary 
Turner Broadcasting System (TBS) and New York-based Criterion Collection, the home video 
distribution firm. The multi-platform/multi-device service creates a specialist entertainment brand for 
major TV companies, like TBS, who are seeking alternative streaming platforms to major players like 
Amazon Prime, Hulu and Netflix.
Creative function: movie distribution
Creative target: movie rights owners; movie producers
Company: FilmStruck (via TCM), based in Atlanta, Georgia, US
Key executive(s): Turner Broadcasting System CEO John Martin; TCM President Coleman Breland
Investors/Owners: Turner Classic Movies (TCM); Criterion Collection
Distribution platform: Internet; mobile apps
Launched: 2016
URL: http://filmstruck.com

https://home.otoy.com
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EXTRA

Product: LyricFind, song lyrics licensing company
Need to know because the company, which has been instrumental in licensing English-language 
lyrics for hit songs to digital music services, is now offering a similar service for French-language 
lyrics. It is working with Music Story, a music metadata service provider, to license accurate French 
lyrics to digital entertainment services in France exclusively. Then LyricFind will distribute the 
royalties to the lyrics’ rights owners. This has been made possible thanks to LyricFind’s agreement 
with SEAM (the French authors and composers collecting society), CSDEM (French Music 
Publishers Association), and BOEM (a lyrics database operation).
Creative function: lyrics writing; lyrics publishing
Creative target: songwriters; composers; music publishers
Company: LyricFind, based in Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Key executive(s): LyricFind CEO Darryl Ballantyne
Investors/Owners: Business angels
Distribution platform: Internet; mobile apps
Launched: 2004
URL: www.lyricfind.com

Product: Spotify, world’s largest streaming music service
Need to know because it has made the audacious move to invest in original video content to be 
distributed on its platform, which is focused on audio music. Among the high-profile entertainment 
celebrities commissioned to create the music-themed videos are rap music entrepreneur Russell 
Simmons and Hollywood actor Tim Robbins. Although Spotify’s music service is available in 59 
markets, the video content will initially be accessible in only Sweden, the UK, the US and Germany. 
Only registered users of Spotify’s apps will have access to the videos.
Creative function: video production; video distribution
Creative target: video producers
Company: Spotify, based in Stockholm, Sweden
Key executive(s): Global Head of Content Partnerships Tom Calderone
Investors/Owners: include TeliaSonera; Baillie Gifford; Discovery Capital Management; Dragoneer 
Investment Group; GSV Capital; Technology Crossover Ventures; TPG; Senvest Capital
Distribution platform: Internet; apps
Launched: 2006
URL: www.spotify.com

http://www.lyricfind.com
http://www.spotify.com
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